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Happy Thanksgiving!

Wherever you are, and whoever you’re with, may we wish you a Happy Thanksgiving. If you’re playing good golf,

be thankful. But really, anyone able to play the greatest game already has a lot to be thankful for.

 

Black Friday Sale

Friday, November 23rd. Friday, November 23rd. 

The Pro Shop will be open from 9am-5pm with deeply discounted sales to start the holiday shopping season.

You are not going to want to miss our deals!

Visit us >Visit us >

Talking about the season of sales...

Just around the corner is our Annual Holiday SaleJust around the corner is our Annual Holiday Sale
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Expand

Expertise available to you
 

No new purchase. No more effort.No new purchase. No more effort.
 

How does one small “effect” have such a big “effect” on your tee shot distances?

 

Learn more >Learn more >

 

 

 

Book your tee shot evaluationBook your tee shot evaluation
 

Reach out now and let’s see whether a quick evaluation might unlock a lot of extra distance 

WITHOUT you having to make an equipment purchase.

 

Book now >Book now >
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Book now >Book now >
 

 

Titleist TS Drivers

 

Technology going to new heights and faster speedsTechnology going to new heights and faster speeds
 

The crown, face, chassis, head shape, weight distribution, have all been redesigned to increase speed across the

whole face while protecting launch conditions. The extra speed is combined with lower spin rates to create a

longer carry.

 

Learn more >Learn more >
 

What motivates you?
The summary and what happens nowThe summary and what happens now

 

In the last three weeks, we’ve asked questions about what you most want out of your golf.

 

http://www.kylebauerpga.com/pages/titleist-ts-drivers


   

What is most important to you: 

the social, recreational

experienceor the sporting

competition? 

As you drive to the 

golf course, amongst

all the important things 

you want to be right, 

what is the most important?

There are so many 

formats in golf. Which 

do you prefer the most

and which do you least enjoy?

Let us knowLet us know
 

If you haven’t answered these simple questions, and want to help, then we’ve combined them into one easy

web page.

 

Click here >Click here >
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contact us on 847-729-3611.
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